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Further reading: There are
more colourful uniforms in the
September issue of monocle,
where we joined the soldiers of
the French Foreign Legion at
Camerone Day. On sale now.
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Sunnei founders Simone Rizzo and Loris
Messina (wearing caps, Rizzo seated) with
their team before the show

Elon Musk
He may work 120
hours a week but
he’s mastered click
and pay: lots of
suits and plaid.

Bill Gates
Owns a lot of
comfy sweaters.
You wonder if his
greatest fear in life
is – moths.

Tim Cook
The leader who
chooses clothes to
fit in; to look wise
not showy.

Mark
Zuckerberg
Likes to rock a
Brunello Cucinelli
tee – or suit when
called to DC.

Jack Dorsey
Has he got
access to Justin
Timberlake’s
wardrobe? Loves a
leather jacket.

Evan Spiegel
Mr Miranda Kerr
is often Snap’d in
V-necks and jeans.

Jeff Bezos
The smartest
tech dresser (and
operator) who
drops sharp suits
in his cart.

Silicon Valley smartens up
Palo Alto’s techy types aren’t known for their sartorial savvy – so why are luxury retailers moving in? Maybe
they’re betting that the area’s high-income ‘schlumps’ will trade writing code for upgrading their dress code.
writer Diego Hadis

think about the cities that didn’t
have a great speciality store. Palo
Alto was the most appealing of the
markets that came into my head. It’s
very laid-back; the climate is beautiful. It seemed like the perfect place.”
In choosing a locale, he says,
“I’ve always tried to consider places
where the customer is there but the
product isn’t.” This approach served
him well in launching his original
shop in Atlanta in the 1990s. Back
then, naysayers told him Atlanta
wasn’t stylish enough for Prada
and Helmut Lang, but sales were
so successful that Kalinsky set up
a second outpost, in Manhattan’s
Meatpacking District, in 1999. At
that time, high-end retail was nonexistent in the neighbourhood. In
hindsight, it’s clear Kalinsky was as
much a pioneer there as he had been
in Atlanta. The shop was wildly successful, establishing the reputation
of both the Meatpacking District
and Jeffrey.
In settling on Silicon Valley,
Kalinsky didn’t consult analysts –
he went on instinct. The question,
then, is if his instincts are unerring enough to help him strike gold
a third time. He seems confident:
“People all over this country who
are interested in the kind of fashion
that we sell just want the best of the
best,” he says. “And if you give them
that where they live – instead of a
dumbed-down version – they will
shop where they live. We appeal to a
certain kind of person and I hope we
end up attracting that person in Palo
Alto. It’s someone who is smart and
wears many hats – they’re a working
woman or man, live in the Bay Area
but travel a lot, and live very casually
but have to get dressed up.”

These new shops may well end up
being successful, as there are plenty
of people with money in the Bay
Area. But it’s an open question
whether your average tech geek can
be persuaded to trade his comfy
hoodie for a well-cut suit.
If anything, the dynamic seems
to be moving in the other direction:
the casual way of dressing in the tech
community has significantly influenced the greater culture of fashion
in the Bay Area. According to Ben
Ospital, co-owner of San Francisco’s
celebrated mac Modern Appealing
Clothing boutiques, “Suits are now
for events, or fun. Someone who
wears a suit and tie in the office can
be seen as a kiss-ass.”
The styles mac carries have
evolved over the years, as has customer taste. Ospital points to the
brand Our Legacy, which offers a
clean, modernist, informal point of
view. “Many clients in tech build
their wardrobes around designs that
owe nothing to the past, which is
attractive to new entrepreneurs and
thinkers. Clothing now resembles
the work of Donald Judd more than
it does that of Leonardo da Vinci.”
The word that best describes
how the prototypical Silicon Valley
denizen dresses is “uniform”. Steve
Jobs famously wore an unvarying
ensemble of black Issey Miyake
mock-turtlenecks, blue Levi’s 501s,
and grey New Balance trainers.
Mark Zuckerberg is known for his
grey T-shirt and hoodie, but he’s
not incapable of dressing up: see
the navy mea culpa suit he wore in
April to testify before US Congress
about the Cambridge Analytica data
breach. But that conventional outfit
was unconventional for Zuckerberg.
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Steal the
show

With brands eschewing
the catwalk in favour of
smaller, more intimate
affairs, does the runway
still have legs?
writer Laura Rysman
photographer Mattia Balsamini

UPGRADE / USA

Picture Steve Jobs, Mark Zuckerberg
or any of Silicon Valley’s other past
or present masters of the universe.
Now think about their clothing.
What comes to mind is hardly
an outlandish display of sartorial
excess. Instead their outfits often
seem to tell us that people in tech
value efficiency over peacocking. So
it’s interesting that luxury fashion
brands have been making a concerted effort of late to court the
Silicon Valley crowd.
In May, French maison Hermès
launched its first Silicon Valley location (and second in the Bay Area,
following a San Francisco outpost)
with a lavish celebration. Members
of the Hermès family, ceo Axel
Dumas and other executives made
the pilgrimage to California for the
ribbon-cutting.
Then, this week, Jeffrey Kalinsky
opened a new outpost of his highend speciality store, Jeffrey, in
Palo Alto. Located in the Stanford
Shopping Center, the same mall as
Hermès, the multi-brand shop is the
third Jeffrey location in the US, and
its first new outlet in 19 years.
Both openings raise an important question: Can luxury fashion sell
to the Silicon Valley crowd? Or, put
another way, will tech bros be trading their woollen Allbirds trainers for
Bottega Veneta woven sandals anytime soon? Perhaps not, but luxury
retailers surely see the tech crowd as
an underserved market – a large one,
with a high disposable income – just
as art dealer Larry Gagosian must
have when he extended his gallery
empire to San Francisco in 2016.
When Kalinsky decided that
it was time to expand, he says, “I
started to look at the country, and

R U N WAYS / G L O B A L

Most of his public appearances, plus
a photo of his closet that he posted
on Facebook in 2016, suggest that he
owns countless iterations of the same
monochrome T-shirt and hoodie. At
a Facebook Town Hall meeting in
2014, he said he wears these outfits
because “I really want to clear my
life to make it so that I have to make
as few decisions as possible.”
A counterexample might be
Jeff Bezos, whose slick shades and
bicep-baring tops befit his status of
wealthiest man in the world. But the
typical Silicon Valley code jockey
dresses less like the Amazon ceo and
more like Zuckerberg. (The less said
about Google co-founder Sergey
Brin’s bike shorts, Crocs and Vibram
“toe” shoes, the better.)
“You’ve really got to be a public
figure ceo type for anybody to care
about what you’re wearing,” says
Monica Lee, a data scientist with a
background in sociology who works
at one of the bigger tech firms. People
in Silicon Valley certainly buy fancy
things, she allows; it’s not unusual for
them to own some designer accessories. “But this is pretty much a jeansand-T-shirts sort of place,” she says.
Outfits might include a funny T-shirt
or a logo-heavy freebie from work.
“Then there is the hoodie. Fashion
really has that structure for men here
because the weather patterns are
very amenable to this item.”
Designer brands, adds Lee,
aren’t worn as status symbols in
the Valley. Here, it’s more about
where you went on vacation, what
kind of academic degree you have,
where your research articles have
been published or where you’ve
given talks. “Silicon Valley values
those things more, like adventure,

intelligence, creativity,” she says.
“So, yeah, people look schlumpy. I
enjoy it. You don’t have to perform,
you just do your thing.”
Many tech workers are also
unenthusiastic about having to go
shopping so, Lee says, they subscribe to mail-order clothing services
such as Stitch Fix that send customers a selection of items to match
their stipulations. Additionally, she
adds, it’s fairly common in tech for
women to shop for their significant
others – as she does for her husband. Often, this involves buying
better renditions of items that they
already own. “If a luxury brand can
give you the fanciest version of your
uniform, you’ll buy it,” she says.
Those grey T-shirts that Zuckerberg
wears and never thinks about, after
all, cost more than $300 (€258) from
Brunello Cucinelli.
This kind of shopping is what
luxury retailers in Silicon Valley are
counting on. In addition to scarves,
ties and suits, Hermès stocks an
especially large selection of casual
items at its Palo Alto store. There’s
a photo of Jony Ive, Apple’s chief
design officer, at the May store
opening examining a longboard
printed with Hermès imagery. It’s
not hard to imagine a tech bro skating across campus in Cupertino on
one of those $3,000 boards.
Carrying such casual pieces is
a canny move. “I think somebody
would absolutely get a $5,000 cashmere hoodie,” says Lee. “That’s
exactly what those retailers should
do. They’re saying, ‘I know what
your uniform is. Let me give you
the highest-end-possible version of
it.’ And you know what? People will
buy that.”

Runways are old news – or so we
are constantly told. Catwalk shows,
apparently, are losing sway in an age
of social media and online shopping,
when brands can bypass journalists
and buyers and target the public
directly. There’s some merit to this;
catwalk shows are costly and don’t
make sense for everyone. But executed well, they achieve a cut-through
that other formats cannot rival.
Smaller labels have often opted
for the presentation format instead:

held in low-key showrooms over
several hours, presentations incur
lower costs and allow attendees to
touch the clothes. Milan’s last women’s season featured 64 shows and
94 presentations; many of the city’s
up-and-coming brands, including
Attico, Blazé and Andrea Pompilio,
chose the latter. For brands whose
point of distinction often lies in
fabrics and tailoring rather than
bold silhouettes, a presentation
seems sensible.

But fashion is not always about
being practical. Runway shows turn
an entire collection into a brief,
but powerful, bit of immersive theatre. “The show ought to feel like a
party filled with all the energy that
kept us going while we were creating
the new season,” said Simone Rizzo
in June before the Milan spring/
summer 2019 catwalk show for
Sunnei. Unveiling Sunnei’s first-ever
women’s collection, the co-ed show
took place against a breathtaking

STYLE LEADER / HONG KONG

Dress parade
Carrie Lam’s decision to
wear traditional Chinese
attire is helping her stand
out among the suits.
writer Kurt Lin
photographer Kenneth Tsang

Asia’s growing appreciation for traditional clothing has reached Hong
Kong: from fashionable youth in
Sheung Wan right up to the 61-yearold resident of Government House.
Since Carrie Lam took office as
head of the Hong Kong government
last year, the city’s first female chief
executive has made a strong impression with her colourful wardrobe
choices – a refreshing change from
her predecessor, CY Leung, even if a
similarly striking policy shift has yet
to be seen.
“Clothes can make a quick
statement in this era of fast-pace
media,” says Lam – but she refuses
to be drawn into a fashion critique
of fellow female leaders, such as the
New Zealand prime minister’s Maori
cloak or her British counterpart’s
leather trousers. Known for disliking frivolity, Lam usually shows up

Hong
Kong’s first
female chief
executive
has made
a strong
impression
with her
colourful
wardrobe
choices
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to work in dark business suits. The
Hong Kong media started noticing
her public appearances in cheongsam
– “long dress” in Cantonese – after
she announced her run for the city’s
top job in 2016. Some critics saw
red. By wearing cheongsam – known
as qipao in mainland China – was the
civil servant, who started her career
under British colonial rule, making
a political statement about her allegiances? After all, becoming chief
executive requires Beijing’s blessing.
Not quite. While there are certainly plenty of political calculations
behind Lam’s adoption of traditional
Chinese dress, the decision can be
traced back over a decade to her
days as head of the Hong Kong trade
office in the UK. During her time in
London Lam commissioned a few
cheongsams for official get togethers
and black-tie events.
Today she has close to 40 dresses
and her favourite pieces tend to be
tied to memorable events. “I haven’t
changed my size in recent years so
that saves me the time of having to
go for fittings,” says Lam, a mother
of two grown-up children, whose fitness tips begin and end with an unrelenting 16-hour daily work schedule.
Fashion magazines may not touch
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backdrop. Held on the 31st floor of
Gio Ponti’s Pirelli tower, the show
represented an “upgrade,” as Rizzo
described it – a demonstration of
Sunnei’s bolstered fortunes.
Sunnei is an example of a small
brand that has used shows effectively. Its productions have grown in
scale each season; past catwalks have
included games of musical chairs
and taken place in sites such as
school corridors.Yet the Pirelli tower
production was the most grandiose
display. The brand found clever ways
to create an elaborate spectacle while
keeping costs down, pulling off this
ambitious production for around
€50,000. This covered fees for the
location and equipment, stylists, hair
and make-up crews, and 30 models.
“We do everything we can ourselves
to soften the costs,” says Rizzo.
“A lot of our collaborators give us
friendly prices because they’ve been
with us since the beginning.”
All this effort was funnelled into
an ephemeral 10-minute event that
represented the culmination of six
months of experimentation. Some 40
looks charged down Sunnei’s blackand-white-striped catwalk. It was a
big moment for the three-year-old
brand but was a runway show the
right way to mark its milestone?
“The show brings in a boom in
press,” says Rizzo, referring to the
300 journalists, buyers and industry professionals in attendance, and
to articles and Instagram posts that
appeared in the wake of the event.
Done well, shows create a moment
and have the sort of cut-through that
presentations usually can’t match.
In this instance, the figures told
the story: days afterwards, Sunnei’s
social-media engagement was up
200 per cent, as was traffic to its website. A month post-show, sales had
doubled from the previous month
and dozens of buyers were interested in picking up the new women’s
line. “We popped open the bubbly,”
says Rizzo.
her nightstand but she does have
to be colour conscious as well as
co-ordinated. She asked her trusted
designer Barney Cheng to fade her
outfit only hours before her swearing-in ceremony, which was presided
over by president Xi Jinping – his
first visit in Hong Kong as Chinese
leader. “The pink was too bright for
meeting the president,” says Lam,
who also admits to avoiding wearing
yellow since it became the colour
of the pro-democracy movement in
2014. Lam buys all of her own fabric
during her trips abroad. She found
the “most exquisite fabric” at the
design district in Helsinki during a
stopover in Finland.
Unlike some other leaders, Hong
Kong’s chief executive does not have
a specific clothing budget. Yet Lam’s
frugality – spending hk$3,500 (€380)
on a tailor-made cheongsam, a third
of what Theresa May reportedly paid
for her chocolate-coloured trousers –
is more down to personal choice than
tightened purse-strings. Her annual
salary of hk$4.9m is almost three
times what the UK prime minister
earns. Local press once called Lam
the Iron Lady of Hong Kong but
today she takes pride in ironing all
of her own cheongsams. Hard work,
frugality, national pride: Margaret
Thatcher would have been proud.
A leader cut from a different cloth
Being chief executive of Hong Kong
requires a suit of armour: titleholders
must prove allegiance to Beijing to get the
job but loyalty to the central government
is increasingly at odds with the will of
the people. In her first year Carrie Lam
has applied her notorious work ethic
to non-partisan social issues, such as
creating more public housing. Harder,
political decisions, such as bringing in a
long overdue national security law and
full democracy have been parked for later.
The big question is just how long she can
placate a divided population; Beijing is
becoming more assertive and pro-democracy protests have splintered into a radical
independence movement. Her success or
failure ultimately depends on Beijing. Like
a cheongsam, China provides little room to
manoeuvre. James Chambers

